Using cosmological N -body simulation which coevolves cold dark matter (CDM) and neutrino particles, we discover the local effect of massive neutrinos on the spatial distribution of CDM halos, reflected on properties of the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) voids. Smaller voids are generally in regions with higher neutrino abundance and so their surrounding halos are impacted by a stronger neutrino free streaming. This makes the voids larger (surrounding halos being washed outward the void center). On the contrary, larger voids are generally in regions with lower neutrino abundance and so their surrounding halos are less impacted by neutrino free streaming, making the voids smaller (surrounding halos being squeezed toward the void center). This characteristic change of the spatial distribution of the halos suppresses the 2-point correlation function of halos on scales ∼ 1 Mpc/h and significantly skews the number function of the DT voids, which serve as measurable neutrino effects in current or future galaxy surveys.
INTRODUCTION
Neutrino is one of the most fundamental particles in the Universe. Flavour oscillation experiments discover that at least two types of neutrinos have non-zero mass (Fukuda et al. 1998; Ahmad et al. 2001 Ahmad et al. , 2002 and yield a lower limit on the sum of their mass: M ν ≡ 3 i=1 m νi 0.05 (Olive & Particle Data Group 2014) . From a cosmological point of view, the neutrino masses modulate the matter-to-radiation ratio which leaves an imprint on the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and their high thermal velocities suppress the matter power spectrum on the small scales. Based on this, the sum of the neutrino masses M ν can be inferred from cosmological observations. For example, the recent CMB measurement provides a upper limit of M ν 0.23 eV (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016 ) and combined the large-scale structure (LSS) surveys this limit is placed to be 0.15 eV (Alam et al. 2017) . The upcoming cosmological largescale structure (LSS) surveys such as Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011) , LSST (LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009 ) and eBOSS (Dawson et al. 2016 ) are expected to improve this limit.
While the effects of massive neutrinos on the CMB and on the LSS in the early Universe are well described by the linear perturbation theory (Lesgourgues & Pastor 2006; Lesgourgues et al. 2013) , their impact on the LSS at late time become fully non-linear. This arouses the need for cosmological N -body simulations that coevolve cold dark matter (CDM) and neutrino particles, by which we are able to study the non-linear effects of massive neutrinos on LSS reflected on, for example, the halo mass function (Brandbyge et al. 2010) , the galaxy bias (Castorina et al. 2014) , and the properties of cosmic voids (Massara et al. 2015) . Both the cosmic variance and the neutrino Poisson noise limit the presition of measuring the neutrino effects from N -body simulations. These two noises can be controlled by choosing a bigger simulation volume and a larger neutrino particle number density, which is computationally challenging.
In this work by using one of the world's largest Nbody simulations, which coevolves 3 trillion CDM and neutrino particles in a box of 1200 Mpc/h, we are able to precisely investigate the non-linear effect of massive neutrinos. This simulation named "TianNu" is run on Tianhe-2 supercomputer and has been used to precisely measure the cold dark matter-neutrino dipole (Inman et al. 2016) . And more recently it has been used to study the differential neutrino condensation, which discovers that the CDM halo masses are altered according to different neutrino environments . Following this idea we focus our work on investigating how the positions of the CDM halos are altered in regions of different neutrino abundance. However in order to reveal the local changes of the halo positions of different regions, it is not suitable to use a global statistics such as the power spectrum or the two-point correlation function. Alternatively, the Delaunay trIangulation Void findEr (DIVE) ) based on Delaunay trIangulation (DT) constructs voids geometrically from the spatial distribution of halos and divides the Universe into different spherical regions with radius ranging from ∼1 Mpc/h to ∼35 Mpc/h. These spherical regions can serve as tracers for regions of different neutrino environment as well as probes for detecting the local changes of the halo positions in these regions. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we utilize the DIVE DT void finder to construct void catalogs from TianNu and TianZero simulations and utilize the simulation outputs to measure the environment neutrino density. In Section 3, choosing the void radius difference between TianNu and TianZero as the proxies of the local changes of the halo positions we present the void radius changes in different neutrino environment as well as the suppressed halo 2-point correlation function and the skewed void number function. We summarize and discuss the results in Section 4. where Ω c , Ω b , h, n s and σ 8 are respectively the densities of CDM and baryons, Hubble's parameter, the initial tilt and fluctuations of the power spectrum. The choice of neutrino mass models the minimal 'normal hierarchy' with two light species included in the background cosmology and one heavy species (m ν = 0.05eV ) that are traced with N -body particles. The simulation follows the evolution of 6912 3 CDM particles and 13824 3 neutrino particles in a periodic box of size 1200 Mpc/h. The comparison neutrino-free simulation "TianZero" is given the same CDM initial conditions and Ω m (total matter density) as TianNu and is equivalent to a TianNu simulation in which m ν =0. The halos are obtained using a spherical overdensity approach and we regard the center-of-mass of each halo as its position. Details about the simulations and the halo finder are introduced in Yu et al. (2017) .
The comparison of the halo spatial distributions between TianNu and TianZero is illustrated in Figure 1 . This figure shows a high but not surprising similarity of the halos (the black solid points) between the two simulations because the effect of the massive neutrinos is exactly very small. This similarity makes it feasible to associate the same halos between the two simulations, so the halo distribution change between the two simulations can be locally detected through measuring the changes of the DT voids (denoted with the red spheres in Figure 1 ). Quantitatively we pick a halo pair between TianNu and TianZero if two halos are separated within 100 kpc/h in their respective volumes and their mass vary by less than 10%. Each halo pair represents the evolution of the same physical object in different cosmologies. We drop a pair when one of the halos of the pair can match multiple halos from another simulation, corresponding to the case that two different halos with nearly same masses are located very close. And we can associate ∼94% of all halos of TianNu and TianZero in this way. The code details and its scale to Tianhe-2 supercomputer are introduced in Emberson et al. (2017) . Analysis and results in this paper are based on the checkpoint of the two simulations at redshift z = 0.01.
DT Void
DIVE DT void finder is based on Delaunay Triangulation (DT) ) and has been used to measure BAO signals for the first time from the clustering of voids both theoretically and observationally . Circumsphere constrained by tetrahedron of halos is defined as DT void if it does not contain any halos within its radius. Therefore DT void catalog depend entirely on the halo spatial distribution, and the position changes of the halos lead to the changes of the voids, intuitively displayed in Figure 2 . Generally, halos moving toward the void center results in a reduced void radius while halos moving outward leads to an increased void radius. We construct DT void catalogs of TianNu and TianZero from the most massive ∼0.42, ∼0.59 and ∼0.75 million halo pairs corresponding to a halo number density of {2.5, 3.5, 4.5} × 10 −4 Mpc −3 h 3 respectively, and regard the geometric (spherical) center of each void as its position. We match void pairs in a similar way of matching halo pairs by defining a void pair between TianNu and TianZero if the two voids are separated within 100 kpc/h in their respective volumes and their radii vary by less than 1%. The difference in each void pair represents the position differences of the same constraining halos in different cosmologies (indicated with the vertexes of the tetrahedrons in Figure 1 & 2) . Particularly, the radius difference of the voids indicates that the constraining halos are moving toward or outward of the void centers. A pair is dropped if one of the voids of the pair can match multiple voids from another simulation, referring to the case that two different voids are closely overlapped to each other. We can associate ∼86% of all voids between TianNu and TianZero in this way.
Neutrino Environment
We estimate the envirenment neutrino density contrasts δ ν centered on the position of each void, where δ ν on scale k 60 Mpc/h are obtained from the neutrino density fields ρ from the simulation outputs with δ ν ≡ ρ ν /ρ ν − 1. The position variance in each void pair (less than 100 kpc/h) is negligible compared to this scale and therefore void catalogue from either TianNu and TianZero gives same estimation of δ ν . We choose this environment variable as proxy of the neutrino environment of the voids and the surrounding halos. Larger (smaller) δ ν implies that the halos of the region experience a stronger (weaker) neutrino free streaming and are more (less) influenced by the late time gravity interplay between massive neutrinos and CDM.
3. RESULTS
Radius Variation
Based on the void catalogs of TianNu and TianZero simulations and the environment neutrino density of each void, we are then able to study the effect of massive neutrinos on the halo positions, reflected on the changes of the void radius. To this end, we measure the radius change between the TianNu and TianZero simulations, defined as ∆r ≡ r ν − r 0 , where r ν and r 0 of each void pair are the radius obtained from TianNu and TianZero respectively. In Figure 3 we first plot the distribution of voids as a function of the neutrino density contrast δ ν and radius r, shown in the upper panels, and then we rescale each pixel by the expectation value of the radius change in each pixel, and get the figure in the lower panels. The three columns show the results of the three different halo number densities which we choose to construct voids. From the upper panels, we can see the anti-correlation between δ ν and r, which indictes that voids of small (large) radius have generally high (low) δ ν . The lower panels show that the voids are divided into two clusters in the δ ν -r plane, demonstrating that smaller voids are generally larger (the bluer cluster) in TianNu compared to the TianZero baseline while larger voids are generally smaller (the redder cluster). These changes reveal the local changes in the halo positions, i.e., by the presence of massive neutrinos, halos surrounding the smaller voids are generally washed outward the void centers due to a stronger neutrino free streeming; halos surrounding the larger voids are generally squeezed toward the void centers due to a weaker neutrino free streeming. This demonstrates the local effect of massive neutrinos on the spatial distribution of halos: the halo postions are locally changed according to different neutrino environment, toward a more uniform distribution in the massive neutrino cosmology.
Correlation Function
This halo spatial distribution change can be detected by the 2-point correlation function (2PCF). Using the publicly available parallel code CUTE 1 (Alonso 2012), we plot in Figure 4 the halo 2PCFs of TianNu (dashed lines) and TianZero (solid lines), which are measured from the most massive ∼0.42, ∼0.59 and ∼0.75 million halo pairs (n h = [2.5, 3.5, 4.5] × 10 −4 Mpc −3 h 3 ). The lower panel shows the ratios of TianNu to TianZero, with the three line colors corresponding to the three halo number densitiesn h . We can see that on scales smaller than 2 Mpc/h, the 2PCFs is slightly suppressed by neutrino mass, which reflects the late time gravity interply between massive neutrinos and the CDM halos. On scales larger than 2 Mpc/h, the impact of neutrinos is negligible. 
Number Function
The void radius variances shown in Figure 3 indicate that for TianNu compared to TianZero there are fewer big and small voids and more medium-sized voids. This can be reflected on the void number functions. Generally the number function is the void abundance as a function of their radius measured from the entire void catalog. However in order to compare the results shown in Figure  3 , we first compute the number function from part of the void catalogs (the void pairs), shown in the left column of Figure 5 . The lower panel shows the ratios of TianNu to TianZero with the line colors representing the void catalogs constructed from halos of different halo number densities and the error bars are measured from bootstrap resampling.
We can see that the void abundances are suppressed in both the small and big radius ranges and are enriched in the intermediate ranges. However the difference between TianNu and TianZero is not comparable to the resampling noises, resulting from the fact that the changes of the halo positions caused by neutrinos is very small. Taking into account the entire void catalogs, we plot in the right column of Figure 5 the number functions computed from all the voids. We find that for TianNu compared to TianZero the void abundance is smaller in almost all radius ranges and the number differences between TianNu and TianZero are about an order of magnitude larger than that computed from the void pairs. So the DT void number function demonstrates a good sensitivity for the halo position changes, which can potentially serve as supplement to the 2-point function to constrain the neutrino mass in current and future galaxy surveys.
SUMMARY
Through the properties of DT void, we have studied in this work the local effect of massive neutrinos on the spatial distribution of CDM halos. To this end, we have applied the DIVE DT void finder to construct voids from the halo catalogs of TianNu and TianZero simulations. This has permitted us to find the local changes of the halo positions in regions of different neutrino environment, reflected on the changes of the void radius. In addition, we have plotted the 2-point correlation functions of the TianNu and TianZero halos and found the small scale suppression. Finally, we have compared between TianNu and TianZero the number function of the void pairs and of all the voids and seek the void abundance differences.
Our study based on the void catalogs and the neutrino density field demonstrates that massive neutrinos impact the spatial distribution of the halos by locally changing the positions of the halos according to their neutrino environments. The smaller voids are generally in higher neutrino density regions and halos surrounding the smaller DT voids are washed outward the void centers due to a stronger neutrino free streeming while halos surrounding the larger DT voids are squeezed toward the void centers. The halos are therefore distributed more uniformly in the massive neutrinos cosmology, which suppresses the 2-point function of the halos on scales ∼1 Mpc/h. This spatial distribution change of the halos caused by neutrinos also skews the void number function, searving as a measurable neutrino effect and as supplement to the 2-point function to constrain the neutrino mass in current and future galaxy surveys. 
